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Did you know that a high performance sailplane can sta!,
up on a day with no lift, but only pockets of strong sink?
Most sailplane pilots regard sinking air as arl enemy and of
no value, but there is just as much energy in downward
moving air as in upwarct moving air it's just more difficult
to utilize. A companion paper called Cdlcrlal,o,ts on Sonitg
Si,rl goes into the details of Setting enerty from down
glsts. Here we'll look at the basic energy picture.

There is a lot of energy in large-scale air turbulence and
often wecan extract this energywith a sailplane. Asailplane
can get energy from the moving air. Using up and down

tusts in opposition to each other is particularly effective.
On days when the air is smooth and calrn, then there is no
way to stay up without a motor.

How are we Soing to stay up on "sink" an).way? Perhaps
a parnllel to basketball players will prove illuminatinS. The
players rvant to tet theball up and through dre hoop. There
are hvo wavs to do this, they can throw (lift) the ball up into
fie air so that it goes up and through the hoop. Or (iJ they
arc tricky) theycanpush the ball down so drat itbounces off
the floor then goes up and through the hoop. In the second
case there is no "lift" involv€d, rather a downward push

How can we do tlris irl a sailplane? Assumi'rg we are fly-
ing fiirly fast in an approximately wings level.lttitude and
hitan area ofstrong sink, wecanpush the stick forwarct anct
go into negative g so that the downward movirg air push-
es us dolvnward. Then as we come out of the sink hole we
"bounce" off the surrolrndng stationary air by pulling back
on the stick and zooming upwards 6t more than one t).
Obviously this can only work if the "sink hole" is fairly
small, b€cause we can spend just a short period of time in
negative I before buildrng up excessive speed. (So lhere's a

catch nfter alll) But the situarion is not so far fetched as all
that; often there is strong sink on the edges of thermals
where rve cnn tet a bit of a downrvards push and get right
back into lift. The downward push can come from a bank
angle ofgreater than 90 deSr€es rather than netalive t anct
"bouncirg" backoffupward movingair is much mor€ ener-
gizing than bouncing off still air. This is a dramatic anct
practical example of d',namic soaring. The bad news is th.1t

d''ramic soaring can result in a rouSh ride and vitorous
maneuverint, as its name would lead one to believe-

Let's take a general look at sailplane energetics. An
understanding ofvectors anct vector math can be veryhelp-
ful when working in this area, but we'll try to k€ep thinSs
from gefting too "l'Iairy."

First of all, lroi{ does a glider get energy from the air? A
glider (or any other object) Sets enerSy by bein8 pushed in

the sAme direction fiat it is movhg. The opposite is also
true; an objectloses energy by beinS pushed (or pulled) in a
direction opposite to its direction of motion. As examples: a

glider loses energy via drat which pulls it backwards
(opposite to its motion); a glider in a thermal gets ener8y
from th€ upward lift force on the wing as it climbs (both the
force and the molion are uprvar.l).

The rate that enerSy is gained or lostcanbe called poweri
it can be positive or negative. When the glider is Settint
more energy let's call that positive poiver and wlren it's los-
ing energy let's call it negative power or loss.

To calculate power we multiply the force in the direction
of motion by the speed. The units can be a bit messy here/
but if we take the speed in MPH, multiply by the force in
Pounds and divide by 377 we tet horsepower As examples:
an 800 Lb glid€r with a 40:1 L/D has 20 lbs. of drag, if we
multiplyby 60 MPH and divideby 377we find that it is los-
ing enerSy at a rate of about 3.2 P The same glider being
pushed uprvards in a thermal at a vertical speed of 1000
fe€t/minute (about 11 MPH) is gettin8 enerty at a rate of
(800 x 11)/372 or about 2,1 HP

In vector math terms the porver goint into the glider is
the "dot" proctuctof the velocity vectorand the force vector.
Adot product is a measure for how much two vectors point
in thesame direction, if they point in opposite dir€clions the
dot product is negative. If the vectors.re PerPendicular the
dot product is zero.

Now back to soaring. To get the most power from the
atmosphere we want the air to push our glider in the same
direction dlat the Slider is movint as much as possible. The
way that rve normally do this is by spending as much rime
as we can in upwnrcl movin8 air, where the air is pushint
the wing upward ard the glider is moving uplvard. The
faster we are moving upward the greater the porver of eneF

8y rransfer The upward force of the air on the wing aveF
ages out to be the weight oi fie glicler.

We can also look at the challente of gettint energy in
anothe. way. Tlre conservation of energy laiv tells us that
insteact of concentrating on how much energy the glicter is
getting; we can look at how much enerSy the atmospheie is
losint. The two are equal (wircn ive consider the Slider's
dJag losses) and the second !vn). of looking at the situation
c.rn be ea.ier when underst.rnJing dynimic so.rrint.

How do we make the ahnosphere lose energy? By push-
int on the air h a direcrior opposite to its motion. But first
let's clarify our terminology, the ene.gy we are talking
about is large-scale kinetic en€rty due to ah motion, which
is the kind of energy a sailplane can use. Heat energy and
micro-turbulence are of little use (that's ivhere the sailplane
loses energy via drag).

Once again, to mak€ the atmosphere lose energy we push
on the air opposite to its direction of motion- As the atmos-
phere loses energ), tl're sailplane gains it. ln what diredion
carla sailplane push on air? Well, in any direction. The lvin8
of a sailplane is designed to push on air in a direction per-
pendicular to the wint surface and towards the landing
gear Tlre win8 can also puslr in the "negntive g" direclion
(away from the lancling tear), but the.lirfoil is less efficient
when used that wala Bybarkingand maneuvering the glid-
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er we can odent the wing to push air in any direction: up,
down or sideways.

What about gravity? Oh yeah! The wing has another job
besides extractinS energy from the atmosphere and that's
holding lhe glider up, opposint the force of Sravity. This
limits our enerSy manipulations somewhat, but we can
work around it. In fact it is the dual job of $e wing $at
makes upward moving air such a good source of energy. To
hold the glider up the wing needs to push atu down.
Upward movhg air loses its energy when pushed down.
This is very convenient; the Slid€r can gain the energy lost
by fie upward moving air and hold itself up at the same
time.

So Setting energy from upward moving air is relatively
easy for a tlider, it just needs to stay in lhe "lift." \ 41at
about getting energy from sideways and downward mov-
int air; what are the opportunities and what are d1e limits?
B€cause of the abo1,e mentioned dual duty of the wing
(holdint the tlider up as weII as extracting energy from the
air) it is more difficult to get enerty from sideways moving
air and especially frcm downward moving air, yet it is still

possible. And in some clcumstances it may prove very use-
tuI.

To make use of tire energ) in upwdrd moving air we can
use the downward force of gravity to help us push on the
air. To push on air that is movint in other directions we can
make use oI the glider's inertia. lnertia is the property of
mass thatcauses abody at rest to rcmain at rest and a body
in motion to r€main in motion. When a massive body's
motion (velocity) chantes, a push (force, impulse) is
exchanged beh^/een fte body and its surroundings. !\4ren a
body's inerria canies an impulse over a distance it is in th€
form of momentum.

In the case oI a dider there are tlree kinds of forces in
action: gravitational forces, which act between the glider
and the earth, aercdynamic forces, which act between ille
glider and $e surounding air; and inertial forces, which
appear when $e glicler changes speed or diechon. The
gravity force is constant and acts to pul the Slicler down-
ward with a force equal to the glider's weight. The aerody-
namic force is more complex and depends or air speed,
.u1gle of attack, and air density. Inertial forces can be meas-

How a Sailplane Can Get Energy from Sinkng Ail

Dynamic Soaring of Sink Pockets
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Notes: Because ofairspeed limits it is best ifthe glider
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Location@ is a good place to encounter
another sink pocket and repeat the cycle.

Because a glider carL quickly change gee loading dynamic
soaring ofvertical gusts works well at high frequencies.
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ured by "g meters" (acceleromete$) and varywith the glid-

The aerod)'namic and inertial forces are the ones we play
around with when dynamic soaring. By pullingback on the
stick we can increase the aerodnamic forcei by pushint the
stick forward we can reduce or reverse the force. By bank-
ing the glider we can tilt the aerodynamic force sideways.
As we man€uver, the inertial forces vary in magnitude and
dire€hon so as to remain opposite to the tlider's accelera-
tion. Centrifu8al force is a good example ofan inertial force
(which, by the wa],, the hard core physicists call a "pseudo-
for.e"). The total (vector) sum of ihe three tt?es of forces is
always equal io zero. That is to say that, ihe three types of
forces continually cancel each other out-

More about inertia... by usinS the tlider's inertia we can
push on air in any dirediorl at least for a short length of
time- When we see glider inertia as a basis for pushnrg aii
the Slider acceleraies in a direction opposite to the push.
Tlis is in accordance with Newton's famous law F = m a
(Force equals mass times acc€leration). Accelerntion is a
chan8e in velocitla An acceleration of one g corr€sponds to
a change h velocity of 32 feet per second each second (oi a
change of 22 MPH pei se.oncl). So if we want to limit our
velocity change to 88 MPH we could use our inertia as a
basis for pushnrg at one g for 4 seconds in a particular side-
ways direction. If we wanted to use our inerlia to push
upwar.l on downward moving air ].e would be limited to
lwo seconds because then both the aerod]'namic iorce on
the wing and gravity would be a..elerating the glider

Note that a velocity change of 88 MPH does not mean a

speed charge of 88 MPH. When we make a 180 degree rurn
at a consiant spee.l of 50 MPH we experience a velocity
chinge ol 100 MPH, (50 MPH to 50 MPH h the opposite
.lirection). When we talk about veiociiy the dire.tion of
motion is imporiant.

How much enerty (or power) is available from moving
air anct how efficiently can a wing extract the polver? To
answer this question we first must.larify what we mean by
"moving." Motion is relative, and in order to get energy we
must be nble to access both parts that are movint relati!,e to
each other. For example, we could be side a closed win-
dow Lrah speeding along at 100 MPH and yet not be able to
getany energy from the enclosed air unless we coulcl some-
how .onnect a force to the outside stationary world. This is
similar to drifting along in a glider on a stable wnldy day;
there is lots of energy in the sideways moiion of the air, bui
we can't make use of it. A kite, on the other hand, carl do
fine,because the string providesa force connection beh{een
the grouncl and the air, whi.h are in relative motion.
Cravity provides a sort of downward pulling string that
enables us to get energy fron upwarcl noving air. Llertia
and momenh,rm can provi.le a sort of temporary d).namic
shing that allows us to get energy from the ielalil'e motion
of air masses in anr, direction, so lont as the distances
involved are not too great. Horv do we figure what dis-
tances will r{ork and what is too far? That depends on how
"clean" our sailplane is. A high perfornance ship can use its
inertia to calry momentum over lonter disiances (for the

sam€ eneig!,loss) compared to a draggy ship. Lift to diag
ratio and the relation of storecl kinetic en€rgy to the energy
dissipation rate are both measures of momentum carrying
abiliiy. Faster ships are relaiively less effecied by the con-

stant 32 ftlsec2 acceleralion of gravity anct can carry
momentum more effectively over vertical distances.

The distance that a particular sailplane (at a particular
speecl) can effectively carry momentum before the drag
losses eat up any potential .lynamic soarin8 gains defines
ar area of operation, which canbe specified in terms of dis-
tance or in terms oi a lime interval. If one is circling, dis-
t.,r.< m,ry p'ove mo-r iSnrirc.rnt. when fl\ ing in .r moe nr
less straight line, rime may piove to be a beiter parameter.
Th€ (possibly weithted) average motionofthe airinside the
dlnamic soaring operations area defines a local inertial ret

Lei's consider dlnami. soaring with horizonial wind
shear and see how it is done. \ rhen we do this we are using
our sailplane as a soit of .lynamic windmill. A windmill is
fixed to the ground on a tower an.l uses the earth as a basis
for pusling against the moving air. Ad).namic soaring glid-
er transfer push (force, impulse, momenrum) between fast
mo\ in8 drr.rnJ .rir th.rt i, .,i re,t. or.,ir lhnr is movhg morF
slowly, or (best of all) air moving in the opposite direction.

The Albatross is famous for soaring the wind gradient
or,€r the open ocean in this way. How can we do it in a gld-
er? First we connect with the fnst moving air and push on it
opposite to its motion. We do this by banking the gli.ler
belly into the wind and pullint back on the stick; this
extracts ene€y from the moving air and gives the glider
€xtra momentum in the direction oa the whd. we then
maneuver inio the air ihat is not moving (often at a differ
ent altitude) and we bank b push on this air in a direction
opposite to the initi:rl push. This transfers the glider's extra
momentum into the still nir. Sone energy n,laybe lost in this
second push (if the air is notat rest),bui overall we can gain
energt, h the cycle. We then maneu!,er back to the fastmor-
ing air and repeat the process.

Th€ energy gained is equal to three factors multiplied
together: the iorce of the hilial push opposiie to the air
rnovement (times) the duration oi the push (times) the dif-
ference in velocity between the h{o blocks (or lai,ers) oiair.
For example, say $.ebank the glider an.l.an gei a sidewavs
push of 800 lbs. for 3 seconds arld the velocity difaerence
between the rwo air masses is 20 mph. (800 x 20 x 3)/377
equals 127 HP-seconds, $,hich is ihe ener8y €xhacied (!ve
need ihat377 constant factor for these Poun.l and HP units)
if one whole cycle takes 15 seconds u,e have an averate
power ofaboutS.5 HP, wlich coul.l be a reasonable amount
of polver to sustair a maneuvering sailplane. This example
is presented for illustration purposes onlla Nlessing around
with ra.lical maneuvers near the ground or ocean (especial
Iy in l1igh !r'inc:ts) is very hazardous ancl is, how you snv?
"for the birds." There are mnny instances ol wind shear at
altitude howevea ancl these may prove to be a terriffic
source of energy for the sailpl.rne pilots of the future.

Let's look for a moment at the sailplane's eneigy losses;

for tl'le energy we can exhnct from the airby dtnanic soar



ir1g is of no benefit unless it is greater than the additional
los.es (neg.rrive power) caused by the e\tra maneuverint
rcquired. Sailplane energy Iosses can be divided into dlree
categories: basic friction drag (also called parasite drag),
basic induced drag (drag due to lift) and control drag (a

combinalion of exrra friction and induced dmt due to con-
trol surface deflection, €tc.). Drag times true airspeedequals
power loss.

The negative power (or loss) due to friction is equal to a
constant times the glider's airspeed cubed. The negative
power due to inducecl drag equals a constant hmes the lift
force on the winS squared divided by the Slider's speed.

Control drag losses can be measured experimentally by
wittlint $e stick and obseffing the increase in sink mte
(we don't have a simple fomula for tllat one).

We've seen how $e dynamic power extracted from the
atmosphere is equal to the velocity of the air (in a local iner-
tial reference frame) mulriplied by how hard we caJI push
atainst it with the win8. Or similarly, lrcw the power of
energy flow that the glider gets ftom the air is equal to how
hard the air is pushing on the glider in its direction of
motion times the tlider's speed in the local inertial frame.

h the future there will be instruments desitned specifi-
cally for dqramic soaring, but here, let's look at some

Side Gust Soaring
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dlnamic soaring techniques tlar we can use with standard

irstrumentation. Standard instrumentation in this case.on-
sists of: a total energy vario. an airsPeed indicator, a yaw
slring. and a sensitive (g force sensing) "seat of the Parlts "

First let's look at veriical gust soarinS Thermals are often
bumpy; low do we make the bumps work for us? As
explained above, the general rule in dtaramic soaring is to
push on the a opposite to its motion The faster ihe air is
moving the harder we should Push This leads us to the first
principle of dynamic soaring increase the I force in lift,
decrease or reverse it in sink. when we feei a bumP of extra

powerful "lift" we should Pull back on the stick and
in.rease the g force. Vice versa when the "lift" suddenly
poops out we should reduce the aero.lynamic aorce on the

wing by pusling fonvard on the stick. One of the difficult
nspects of this technique is figurhg out what Part of the g
force is from the air's mohon and what pari is due to our
conlrol stick movements, experience helPs a lot with this.

Working the bumps in ihis way can increase the Polvei
extracted from the air and thus increase our rate of .limb or
running speed. The technique produces a sort of roller
coaster ride and probably will not be PoPular with Passen-
gers. Also extra care is needed if there is other traffic. How
vigorously do we work the bumPs in this way? We can
"over do it" and wasre more enerSy than the extra we're

Betting if we are not careful, this is because the average
induc€d dragincreases when the iift force on the wing is not
constant. So some exPerimentaiion is necessary to see what
works under various conditions. All ihings considered it is
best to err on the Sentle side.

As we fly faster nlduced drag is a snaller Perceniage of
the total clrag; this is one reason to fly faster h bumPl, liit-
If we are running a clord street and flying fastwe can work
thebumps more vigoiously without so mu.h concern about
increasing in.luced drag.

A situation where.lynamic iechnique can be particularly
effective is lvhen we aall out of the side of a thermal ln this

case u'e are sud.lenly in sink an.l know Prett)' much where
the lift is (behind us). we waJlt to get back into the lift quick-
l), and lose a n'tnimum of energy to the sinking air. We

coulc{ lose a lot of energy in a hurry by Pushnrg doivnwar.t
on dolvnwarct moving air. So the first thng io do nfter
entering the sink is io reduce the aerodtnamic force on the

wing by pushing fonvard on the stick, in an extreme siiua-
riun pcrh p- <\. r lo 'ome$ lrrl neSatrle g

Next we can bank up to 90 d€8rees or so and Perform a

maneuver similar to tlle second halfofa wing over (the lorv

8 state can enhance ioll rate). Once banked uP we can

increase the g fotce, since we clon't lose any extra energy b]'
pushing sidelr'ays on downwarcl moving air' This gets us

movhg back towards the lift. Our speed will increise sub-

stantially and hopefully we'1] be back in the lift just as we
startour pullout- As we pullout (at more than olre g, back in
tlrc lift) we'll be getting more energy than usual and may
actuallt, be higher after zoomhg uP than we woulct have

be€n if we'd stayed in the lift in the first Place. Obviousllr
this maneuver is no Sood if there is other traffic beloit

Nor\, let's look at dlnamic soaring with side 8usts. This
may or may not prove pracrical, bui if we find ourselv€s in

a situation wllere the yaw strin8 keePs blowhg off to one

side or the other (and it's not due to uncoordinated flying)
we may be able to work the side gusts. If the siring blo('s to
the left, that indic:tes a Sust from ihe riShi and fiat u'e

should bank l€ft to €xtract the energy. One way to do tlis is

io use the stick alone (no rudde4 to initiate the banl,
because that will also straiSl'Iten out the string :rd restore

the (low drag) nose into relative wind atittude
This is the second principle of dynamic soaring bank

away from side gusts. As in the verrical gustcase there is an

energycost to maneuvering, so ihe amouni ofbank must be

tailored to the strength of the 8ust.
lnan ideal case the gusts will oscillate side to side and we

can make a series of "S" turns and get energy. In another

cas€ ihere may be a wind shear lvith altitude where ].e can

cre.rrF our o\ n -ide tu,t" b) ,lifinS dnd roomi g ri .on
junction with "S" turns or a racetrack o\-al course.

Another very hter€sting aorm of dynamic soaring is flt'-
in8 in a thermal vortex rh8. A vortex ring is like a smoke

ring, only r\,ithout the smoke, and in the case oa a thermal
it is mo!,ing upwar.l. This is an unusually smooth form of
dynamic soaring and we may not even know that we're
dohg ii.

On the bottom side of a th€rmal vortex ring there is an

hrvard flow ofair; on the toP side the flow is outward from
the core. lf we are spiraling on the lower side our bank
angte rvill cause us ro be pushing ouhvarct or inrvarc{ mov-
ing air, rvhich, as 1\'e recall is in accordance (,ith the gener

al dlnamic soaring rule push the air oPPosite to its
motion. The exlra energ)' will show uP in thc form of for-
ward impulse and we'll finct ourselves gainin8 extra speecl

or spiraling with a more nose high attitude ihan is usual
This maybe what's going on rvhen i{e "core a thermal bub-
ble" and fhd that a steeP bink angle works better than
steady-staie upwardliat theoD' r'ould Preclict Anoiher
place to iind nrlvaid moving air is near the base of a ther-
mdl Thi- l'.r'1. to.r tlrir.l prin(iple oi dln,mi. -o.rrin8
seek out inwar.l noving air to sPiral h.

ln sumnart ihere are many situations where dynamic
soarins teclDique can provide nn extrn source orenergy for
the glider pilot. The general rule for gethlg energy from the
atmosphere is push on ihe air opposite to its direction of
motion, and remenber faster moving air yields ProPor'
tionauy more energy for the s:rm€ amount of Push

This completes our discussion of cl!,namic soaring, hoPe-

Iully the ideas presented here will advance the state ofsoar-
ing art, produchg longer, f.sier, ancl funner flights
Techniques for Setting energy from the velocity fluctuations
in the aimosphere may open a whole new era in mok'rless
flisht.
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Two Cases of Smooth Dynamic Soaring

Thermal Vortex Ring

lnflow at Base of Thermal
{Danger of lllind Shear lnduced Overbankingl)



Micro-Lift String Technique
lnvented by Gary Osoba

Wing Rolling with Changing Wing
Tip Loading Can Produce Thrust
within a Spanwise Headwind Differential
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